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Method and Apparatus for Secure Communication

FIELD

[0001] The subject matter described herein relates generally to communication systems

and, more particularly, to systems and related techniques for enabling secure

communications in communication networks.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As is known in the art, computationally secure cryptosystems, which are largely

based upon unproven hardness assumptions, have led to cryptographic schemes that are

widely adopted and thrive from both a theoretical and a practical perspective in

communication systems. Such cryptographic schemes are used millions of times per day in

applications ranging from online banking transactions to digital rights management.

Increasing demands for large-scale high-speed data communications, for example, have

made it important for communication systems to achieve efficient, reliable, and secure data

transmissions.

[0003] As is also known, information-theoretic approaches to secure cryptosystems,

particularly secrecy, are traditionally concerned with unconditionally secure systems, i.e.

systems with schemes that manage to hide all bits of a message from an eavesdropper with

unlimited computational resources available to intercept or decode a given message. It is

well known, however, that in a noiseless setting unconditional secrecy (i.e., perfect

secrecy) can only be attained when both a transmitting party and a receiving party share a

random key with entropy at least as large as the message itself (see, e.g., "Communication

Theory of Secrecy Systems," by C.E. Shannon, Bell Systems Technical Journal, vol. 28,

no. 4, pp. 656-715, 1949). It is also well known that, in other cases, unconditional secrecy

can be achieved by exploiting particular characteristics of a given scheme, such as when a

transmitting party has a less noisy channel (e.g., wiretap channel) than an eavesdropper

(see, e.g., "Information Theoretic Security," by Liang et al., Found. Trends Commun. Inf.

Theory, vol. 5, pp. 355-580, Apr. 2009).

[0004] Traditional secrecy schemes, including secure network coding schemes and

wiretap models, assume that an eavesdropper has incomplete access to information needed
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to intercept or decode a given data file. Wiretap channel II, for example, which was

introduced by L. Ozarow and A. Wyner, is a wiretap model that assumes an eavesdropper

observes a set k out of n transmitted symbols (see, e.g., "Wiretap Channel II," by Ozarow

et al, Advances in Cryptography, 1985, pp. 33-50). Such wiretap model was shown to

achieve perfect secrecy, but practical considerations limited its success. An improved

version of Wiretap channel II was later developed by N. Cai and R. Yeung, which

addressed a related problem of designing an information-theoretically secure linear

network code when an eavesdropper can observe a certain number of edges in the network

(see, e.g., "Secure Network Coding," by Cai et al., IEEE International Symposium on

Information Theory, 2002).

[0005] A similar and more practical approach was later described in "Random Linear

Network Coding: A Free Cipher?" by Lima et al. in IEEE International Symposium on

Information Theory, Jun. 2007, pp. 546-550. However, with an ever increasing amount of

data being streamed over the internet and in both near and far-field communications, for

example, there remains a need for new and more efficient methods and systems for use in

providing secure communication in communications systems and networks. Additionally,

there remains a need for characterizing and optimizing such secrecy schemes through

improved information-theoretic metrics.

SUMMARY

[0006] The present disclosure provides secrecy scheme systems and associated methods

for enabling secure communications in communications networks. Additionally, the

present disclosure provides improved information-theoretic metrics for characterizing and

optimizing said secrecy scheme systems and associated methods.

[0007] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, a transmitting system for

secure communication includes a receiver module operable to receive a data file at a first

location; an encoder module coupled to the receiver module and operable to encode the

data file using a list source code to generate an encoded data file; an encryption module

coupled to one or more of the receiver module and encoder module and operable to

encrypt a select portion of the data file using a key to generate an encrypted data file; and

a transmitter module coupled to one or more of the encoder module and encryption



module and operable to transmit the encoded data file and the encrypted data file to an end

user at a destination location, wherein the encoded data file cannot be decoded at the

destination location until the encrypted data file has been received and decrypted by the

end user, wherein the end user possesses the key.

[008] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, the encoded data file

of the transmitting system for secure communication is a unencrypted data file. In another

aspect, the encrypted data file is an encoded encrypted data file.

[009] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, a receiving system for

secure communication includes a receiver module operable to receive, at a destination

location, one or more of an encoded data file, an encrypted data file, or a key from a first

location; a decryption module coupled to the receiver module and operable to decrypt the

encrypted data file using a key to generate a decrypted data file; and a decoder module

coupled to one or more of the decryption module and the receiver module and operable to

decode one or more of the encoded data file and the decrypted data file to generate an

output data file.

[0010] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, the encoded data file

of the receiving system for secure communication is a unencrypted data file. In another

aspect, the encrypted data file is an encoded encrypted data file. In another aspect, the

output data file comprises a list of potential data files. In another aspect, the decoder

module is further operable to determine a data file from the list of potential data files,

wherein the data file is representative of the encoded data file in combination with the

encrypted data file.

[001 1] In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure, a method of secure

communication includes receiving a data file at a first location, encoding the data file

using a list source code to generate an encoded file, encrypting a select portion of the data

file using a key to generate an encrypted file, and transmitting the encoded file and the

encrypted file to an end user at a destination location, wherein the encoded file cannot be

decoded at the destination location until the encrypted file has been received and

decrypted by the end user, wherein the end user possesses the key. In another aspect, a



large portion of the encoded file is transmitted before the encrypted file and the key are

transmitted to the end user.

[0012] In accordance with another aspect of the present disclosure, a method of secure

communication also includes encrypting a select portion of the data file before, during, or

after transmission of the encoded file. In another aspect, the method additionally includes

transmitting the key to the destination location either before, during, or after transmission

of the encoded file to the destination location. In another aspect, the method further

includes only needing to abort transmission of the encrypted file if the key is compromised

during the transmission of the encoded file. In yet another aspect, security of the method is

not compromised if the transmission of the encoded file is not aborted.

[0013] In accordance with yet another aspect of the present disclosure, the method is

applied as an additional layer of security to an underlying encryption scheme. In another

aspect, the method is tunable to a desired level of secrecy, wherein size of the key is

dependent upon the desired level of secrecy, wherein said size can be used to tune the

method to the desired level of secrecy.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The foregoing features of the concepts, systems, circuits, and techniques

described herein may be more fully understood from the following description of the

drawings in which:

[0015] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an example encoding and decoding system;

[0016] Figs. 2A and 2B are block diagrams of an example system comprising a

modulator system and demodulator system, respectively;

[0017] Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example data file (X") and an associated list

source code;

[001 8] Fig. 4 is a plot of an example rate list region for a given normalized list and code

rate;



[0019] Fig. 5 is a flow diagram which illustrates an exemplary process for secure encoding

and encryption according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0020] Fig. 6 is a flow diagram which illustrates an exemplary process for secure decoding

and decryption according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

[002 1] Fig. 7 is a block diagram of an example node architecture that may be used to

implement features of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] The features and other details of the disclosure will now be more particularly

described. It will be understood that the specific embodiments described herein are shown

by way of illustration and not as limitations of the broad concepts sought to be protected

herein. The principal features of this disclosure can be employed in various embodiments

without departing from the scope of the disclosure. The preferred embodiments of the

present disclosure and its advantages are best understood by referring to Figs. 1-7 of the

drawings, like numerals being used for like and corresponding parts of the various

drawings.

Definitions

[0023] For convenience, certain terms used in the specification and examples are

collected here.

[0024] "Code" is defined herein to include a rule or set of rules for converting a piece of

data (e.g., a letter, word, phrase, or other information) into another form or representation

which may or may not necessarily be of the same type as the piece of data.

[0025] "Data file" is defined herein to include text or graphics material containing a

representation of a collection of facts, concepts, instructions, or information to which

meaning has been assigned, wherein the representation may be analog, digital, or any

symbolic form suitable for storage, communication, interpretation, or processing by

human or automatic means.



[0026] "Encoding" is defined herein to include a process of applying a particular set of

coding rules to readable data (e.g., a plain-text data file) for converting the readable data

into another format (e.g., adding redundancy to the readable data or transforming the

readable data into indecipherable data). The process of encoding may be performed by an

"encoder." An encoder converts data from one format or code to another, for the purposes

of reliability, error correction, standardization, speed, secrecy, security, and/or saving

space. An encoder may be implemented as a device, circuit, process, processor,

processing system or other system. "Decoding" is a reciprocal process of "encoding,"

with a "decoder" performing a reciprocal process of an "encoder." A decoder may be

implemented as a device, circuit process, processor, processing system or other system.

[0027] "Encryption" is defined herein to include a process of converting readable data

(e.g., a plain-text data file) into indecipherable data (e.g., cipher-text), wherein the

conversion is based upon an encoding key. Encryption can encompass both enciphering

and encoding. "Decryption" is a reciprocal process of "encryption," involving restoring

the indecipherable data into readable data. The process requires not only knowledge of a

corresponding decryption algorithm but also knowledge of a decoding key, which is based

upon or substantially the same as the encoding key.

[0028] "Independent and Identically Distributed (i.i.d.) source" is defined herein to

include a source comprising random variables X ,. . ., Xn where χ . (xi ,..., x ) = P (xi)

Ρ χ( 2)· ) for a discrete source and/xi,... (xi,... ) (χ (χ ) . .. χ(χ ) for a

continuous source.

[0029] "Linear code" is defined herein to include a code for which any linear

combination of codewords is also a codeword.

[0030] "List source code" is defined herein to include codes that compress a source

sequence below its entropy rate and are decoded to a list of possible source sequences

instead of a unique source sequence.

[003 ] "Modulation" is defined herein to include a process of converting a discrete data

signal (e.g., readable data, indecipherable data) into a continuous time analog signal for



transmission through a physical channel (e.g., communication channel). "Demodulation"

is a reciprocal process of "modulation," converting a modulated signal back into its

original discrete form. "Modulation and coding scheme (MCS)" is defined herein to

include the determining of coding method, modulation type, number of spatial streams,

and other physical attributes for transmission from a transmitter to a receiver.

[0032] Referring now to Fig. 1, an exemplary system 100 includes an encoding system

101 and a decoding system 102. System 100 may be used with the embodiments disclosed

herein, e.g., to encode and decode data. The encoding system 101 comprises an encoder

circuit 110 configured to receive a data file ) 105 at an input thereof and configured to

encode the data file (A* ) 105 and generate one or more encoded data files 114,1 16 at an

output thereof. Encoded data files 114,1 16 may, for example, comprise a smaller encoded

file and a larger encoded file, wherein the smaller encoded file is to be later encrypted.

Conversely, the decoding system 102 comprises a decoder circuit 150 configured to

receive an encoded unencrypted data file 144 and an encoded decrypted data file 146 at an

input thereof and configured to decode data file (X n ) 155 at an output thereof from the

encoded unencrypted data file 144 and the encoded decrypted data file 146.

[0033] It is to be appreciated that the encoder circuit 11 and/or the decoder circuit 150

may be embodied as hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. For

instance, one or more memories and processors may be configured to store and execute,

respectively, various software programs or modules to perform the various functions

encoding and/or decoding techniques described herein. For example, in certain

embodiments, the coding system may be implemented in a field-programmable gate array

(FPGA), and may be capable of achieving successful communication for high data rates.

Alternatively, coding system may be implemented via an application specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) or a digital signal processor (DSP) circuit or via another type of processor

or processing device or system.

[0034] Referring now to Figs. 2A and 2B, an exemplary modulator and demodulator

system, collectively system 200 (e.g., an expansion of system 100 above) comprises a

modulator system 201, shown in Fig. 2A, and a demodulator system 202, shown in Fig.

2B.
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[0035] Referring now to Fig. 2A, the modulator system 201 comprises an encoder circuit

210, an encryption circuit 220, and a transmitter 230, wherein the encoder circuit 210 may

be the same as or similar to encoder circuit 110 of Fig. 1. Referring briefly to Fig. 2B, the

demodulator system 202 comprises a decoder circuit 270, a decryption circuit 260, and a

receiver 240, wherein the decoder circuit 270 may be the same as or similar to decoder

circuit 150 of Fig. 1. Transmitter 230 and receiver 240 can be coupled to antennas 235 and

242, or some other type of transducers, to provide a transition to free space or other

transmission medium. In some embodiments, the antennas 235, 242 may each include a

plurality of antennas, such as those used in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

systems. Such an approach may, for example, improve capacity of system 200, i.e.,

maximize bits/second/hertz as compared to single antenna implementations. The receiver

240 can be an end user at a destination location, with the destination location being a

remote location according to some embodiments and the same as a first location of the

transmitter 230 according to other embodiments.

[0036] Returning now to Fig. 2A, the modulator system 201 is coupled to receive a data

file (X") 205, which can be the same as or similar to data file 105 of Fig. 1, at an input

thereof. In particular, the data file {X") 205 is received at an input of the encoder circuit

210. The encoder circuit 210 is configured to encode the data file (X") 205 in accordance

with a particular encoding process using a list source code (e.g., with particular reference

to Fig. 5) to generate a plurality of encoded data files 215, 218 at an output thereof. A first

encoded data file 215, which comprises encoded unencrypted data, is provided to an input

of transmitter 230 for transmission. A second encoded data file 218, which according to a

preferred embodiment is substantially smaller than the first encoded data file 215, is

provided to an input of the encryption circuit 220. The encryption circuit 220 is configured

to encrypt the second encoded data file 218 in accordance with a particular encryption

process using a key (e.g., with particular reference to Fig. 5) to generate an encoded

encrypted data file 222 at an output thereof, wherein the key controls the encryption and

decryption of the data file 205. The transmitter 230 is configured to receive the first

encoded data file 215 and the encoded encrypted data file 222 as inputs and transmit the

data files 215, 222, in addition to the key, to a receiver, which can be receiver 240 of

demodulator system 202 of Fig. 2B.



[0037] Referring now to Fig. 2B, the receiver 240 is coupled to receive an encoded

unencrypted data file 244, an encoded encrypted data file 246, and a key as inputs,

wherein the inputs can be the same as or similar to the first encoded data file 215, the

encoded encrypted data file 222 and the key of the modulator system 201 . The receiver

240 is configured to deliver the encoded unencrypted data file 244, encoded encrypted

data file 246, and key to the decoder circuit 270 and decryption circuit 260, respectively.

The decryption circuit 260 is configured to decrypt encoded encrypted data file 246 with

the key and generate an encoded decrypted data file 262 at an output thereof. The decoder

circuit 270 is coupled to receive the encoded decrypted data file 262, with the decoder

circuit 270 configured to decode the encoded decrypted data file 262 and the encoded

unencrypted data file 244 into a data file (X )275, as will be further discussed in

conjunction with Fig. 6 . In some embodiments, the decoder circuit 270 is configured to

decode the encoded decrypted data file 262 and the encoded unencrypted data file 244 into

a list of potential list source codes and extract a data file (X n)275 from the list of potential

list source codes.

[0038] In an alternative embodiment (not shown), the data file (X") 205 can be received

at inputs of an encoder circuit and an encryption circuit. The encoder circuit can be

configured to encode the data file (X") 205 in accordance with a particular encoding

process using a list source code to generate an encoded file at an output thereof. The

encryption circuit, on the other hand, can be configured to encrypt a select portion of the

data file (X") 205 in accordance with a particular encryption process using a key to

generate an encrypted file at an output thereof, wherein the key controls the encryption

and decryption of the data file (X") 205. A transmitter can be configured to receive the

encoded file and the encrypted file as inputs and transmit the files in addition to the key, to

a receiver, which can be receiver 240 of demodulator system 202 of Fig. 2B.

[0039] Referring now to Fig. 3, a diagram illustrating an example data file (X") and an

associated list source code is shown. The data file (X") comprises a plurality of data

packets (with only two data packets Dpi, Dp2, (being illustrated in Fig. 3) each of which

comprises one or more data segments, denoted by Message 1 and Message 2, for example.

Select data segments (Message 1, Message 2) are encrypted using a key (e.g., with
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particular reference to Fig. 5) that is smaller than the list source code, as indicated by

"Aux. info." The list source code, in some embodiments, can be implemented using

standard linear codes. A linear code C, for example, can be represented as a linear

subspace of 2 , composed of elements {0,1 } . For every linear code C, there exists a

parity check matrix H and a generator matrix G which satisfy C = {x E F 2" : H = 0} and C

= {Gy : y 6 {0,1 } }. As illustrated, the key (denoted as "Aux. info." In Fig. 3) is

representative of only a fraction of the list source code. List source codes are key-

independent, which allows content to be distributed when a key distribution infrastructure

is not yet established.

[0040] As explained above in the Definitions section, a list source code includes codes

that compress a source sequence below its entropy rate and are decoded to a list of

possible source sequences instead of a unique source sequence. More detailed definitions

and embodiments of list source codes and their fundamental bounds are provided herein.

nR n
[0041] In particular, a (2 , \X\ , n)-list source code for a discrete memory-less source X

nR
comprises an encoding function f „ X → {1,..., 2 } and a list-decoding function^ : {1,...,

nR n n
2 } → P(X )\0, where P(X ) is a power set (i.e., collection of all subsets) of and \g(w)\=

nL nR
\X\ Vw 6 {1,..., 2 }, and where L is a parameter that determines the size of a decoded

list, with 0 < L < 1. A value of L =0, for example, corresponds to a traditional lossless

compression, i.e., each source sequence is decoded to a unique sequence. On the other

hand, a value of L = 1 represents the trivial case when a decoded list corresponds to X'.

[0042] An error results for a given list source code when a string generated by a source

is not contained in a corresponding decoded list. The average probability of the error is

given by:

L f ,g )= ? x(x" e/g n f n x " )).

[0043] Additionally, for a given discrete memory-less source X, a rate list size pair (R, L )

is said to be achievable if for every δ> 0, 0 < < 1 and sufficiently large n there exists a

nRn nLn
sequence of (2 , X \ , n)-list source codes f n , g n ) such that R n < R + δ , \L n - L \ < S and

L n {fn, gn) ≤ . A closure of all rate list pairs (R, L ) is defined as a rate list region.



[0044] Referring now to Fig. 4, shown is a plot of an example rate list region for a given

normalized list size L and a code rate R. A rate list function R(L) is representative of an

infimum (i.e., greatest lower bound) of all rates R such that (R, L) is in a rate list region for

a given normalized list size 0 < L < 1. For any discrete memory-less source X , the rate list

function R(L) is bounded by R(L)>H(X)-L log\X\.

[0045] For example, with δ > 0 and (f„, g„) a sequence of codes with a normalized list

size L„ such that L → <e < 1, and n is given by 0 < f , gn) < e, then

where W = {1, .. ., 2n

if n > η0(δ, e, \X\). With the above holding any δ > 0, it follows that R(L) > H(X)- L log\X\

for all n given by 0 < (f„, g„)< ε.

[0046] A rate list function R(L) bounded by R(L)> H(X)-L log\X\ can be achieved in

accordance with multiple schemes. In a conventional scheme, for example, with a source

Xuniformly distributed in Fq, i.e., Pr(X = x) =l/q Vx € Fq, R(L)=(\-L) log q . The rate

list function R(L) can be achieved with a data 1= X , X), where X denotes a firstp

= n- [Ln] symbols of data file Χ ') and X denotes the last s = [Ln] symbols of data file

(X), respectively. The data file (X) can be encoded, for example, by discarding^* and

mapping prefix of X to a binary codeword r of length nR = [n -[Ln]\og q bits.

Additionally, the data file (X) can be decoded, for example, by mapping binary codeword

to X . In doing so, a list of size qs, composed by Xp, is computed with all possible



combinations of suffixes of length s . It will be apparent that optimal list-source size is

achieved with n sufficiently large and R ~= [n -[L«]log q].

[0047] The conventional scheme, although substantially capable of achieving a rate list

function R(L) bounded by R(L)> H(X)-L log\X\, is largely inadequate for highly secure
riR

applications. In particular, an eavesdropper that observes a binary codeword Y can

uniquely identify a first coset of source p symbols of an encoded source with uncertainty

being concentrated over the last s sequential symbols. Ideally, assuming that all source

symbols are of equal importance, uncertainty should be spread over all symbols of the

encoded source. More specifically, for a given encoding function fiX ), an optimal security
n

scheme would provide an uncertainty no greater than I(Xj; f(X ))< e « log q for 1 < i < n.

An improved scheme, which is an asymptotically optimal scheme based upon linear codes

that substantially achieves the uncertainty of the optimal security scheme, will be

discussed in conjunction with process 500 of Fig. 5 .

[0048] Referring now to FIG. 5, shown in an example encoding, encryption, and

transmission process 500 according to the list source code techniques described above. A

process 500 begins at processing block 510, where a modulator system, which can be the

same as or similar to modulator system 201 of Fig. 2A, receives a data file (X").

[0049] In processing block 520, the modulator system encodes the data file (X 1) in an

encoder, like encoder circuit 210 of Fig. 2A, using a list source code. In some

embodiments, encoding the data file (X") using the list source code includes encoding the

data file (X ) with a linear code. In other embodiments, the list source code is a code that

compresses a source sequence below its entropy rate.

[0050] The improved scheme, referred to briefly above in Fig. 4, is herein discussed

further. In particular, X is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) source (i.e.,

elements in the source sequence are independent of the random variables that came before
m

it) with X X with entropy H(X), and S „ is a source code with an encoder s „ :Λ → F

and a decoder r„ q
n → X", wherein^" is the data file. Additionally, C is a (m„, k„, d)

linear code over F with an mn - k„) m „ parity check matrix H (i.e. c £ H„c =0).



Furthermore, k „ = nL„ log|X|/log q for 0 < Ln < 1, L „ → L as n →∞ , and is an integer

according to some embodiments.

n
[0051] The improved scheme comprises an encoding process, wherein data file X is a

m n
sequence generated by a source with syndrome S = H ( ) . In particular, each

m n
syndrome S = H ( ) is mapped to a distinct sequence of nR = [(w„ - A:„)log q] bits,

nR
denoted by Y . The improved scheme also comprises a decoding process, which will be

discussed further in conjunction with process 600 of Fig. 6. Using the encoding , the

improved scheme has been shown to achieve an optimal list-source tradeoff point R(L) for

an i.i.d. source, where R is an ideal rate list function when S is asymptotically optimal for

a given source X, i.e., mn/n → H(X)/log q.

m - n
[0052] In particular, with (1) a size of each coset corresponding to a syndrome S ,

where S " " is exactly q" , (2) a normalized list size L given by L = (k log q)l{n log \X\)

→ L, and (3) m n = H(X)/log q + „, where δ → 0, it follows that (4) R = [(m„ - kn) log

q]/n = [(H(X)+ δ log q)n - nn log \X\]/n. The aforementioned has been shown to achieve

a rate list function R(L) that is bounded substantially close to R(L)> H(X)-L log\X\ for a

sufficiently large n . It is notable that if source X is uniform and without loss, where L = L
(l-I)n

and L„ is an integer, substantially any message in the coset of C determined by S of

n \- )n Ln
the improved scheme is equally likely. As such, H{X \S ) will be equal to q .

[0053] Accordingly, the improved scheme provides a systematic way of hiding

information, specifically taking advantage of properties of an underlying linear code to

make precise assertions regarding "information leakage" of the scheme.

[0054] In an embodiment, a plurality of encoded data files is generated in processing

block 520. In this embodiment, as described above in Fig. 2A, a first encoded data file

(i.e., encoded unencrypted data) is provided to an input of a transmitter, while a second

encoded data file is provided to an input of an encryption circuit for encryption

(processing block 530). The second encoded data file is ideally substantially smaller than

the first encoded data file. In an alternative embodiment, a single encoded data file is

generated in processing block 520.



[0055] In processing block 530, the modulator system encrypts a select portion of the

data file (A ) using a key to generate encoded encrypted data. As discussed above in

conjunction with Fig. 3, the select portion of the data file (A ), specifically data segments

(e.g., Message 1, Message 2 of Fig. 3) is, in a preferred embodiment, encrypted with a key

that is smaller than the list source code. It is to be appreciated that the process of

encrypting a select portion of the data file (X") can occur before, during, or after

transmission of the encoded unencrypted data in a processing block 550, as will become

more apparent below. As noted in the discussions related to Fig. 2A, the select portion of

the data file (A* ) to be encrypted may be received from an encoder circuit (like encoder

circuit 210) or directly (in the alternative embodiment). In one embodiment, the select

portion of the data file (A* 7) encrypted is smaller than the encoded unencrypted data

generated in processing block 520.

[0056] Various approaches may be used for selecting the portion of the file to be

encrypted. In one approach, for example, a portion of the file that has been deemed private

may be encrypted. In another approach, a combination of messages may be encrypted. In

still another approach, the file may be encrypted as a whole. A further approach includes

encrypting a function of the original file, rather than just a segment (e.g. the hash of the

file, coded versions of the file, etc.). Other strategies for selecting the portion of the file to

be encrypted may alternatively be used.

[0057] In processing block 540, the modulator system determines a transmission path

and order of the data (i.e., encoded unencrypted data, encoded encrypted data, and key) to

be transmitted.

[0058] In processing block 550, the modulator system transmits the encoded

unencrypted data, the encoded encrypted data, and optionally the key to a receiver (e.g.,

end user) at a destination location, wherein the receiver may be the same as or similar to

demodulator system 502 of Fig. 2B.In one approach, a substantial portion of the encoded

unencrypted data is transmitted before the encoded encrypted data and the key are

transmitted to the receiver. In some embodiments, the encoded unencrypted data cannot be

decoded at the destination location until the encoded encrypted data has been received and



decrypted by the receiver, wherein the receiver possesses the key. In other embodiments,

the key is transmitted to the receiver before, during, or after transmission of the encoded

unencrypted data to the receiver. In some embodiments, if the key is compromised during

transmission of the encoded unencrypted data, only the transmission of the encoded

encrypted data needs to be aborted. In particular, security of process 500 is not

compromised if the transmission of the encoded unencrypted data is not aborted.

[0059] In alternative embodiments, the encoding and transmission process 500 of Fig. 5 is

applied as an additional layer of security to an underlying encryption scheme. In yet other

embodiments, process 500 may be implemented as a two-phase secure communication

scheme which, in one embodiment, uses list source code constructions derived from linear

codes. The two-phase secure communication scheme can, however, be extended to

substantially any list source code by using corresponding encoding/decoding functions in

lieu of multiplication by parity check matrices.

[0060] In one embodiment of the two-phase secure communication scheme, it is

assumed that a transmitter, which can be the same of or greater to transmitter 230 of

modulator system 201 of Fig. 2A, and a receiver, which can be the same as or similar to

receiver 240 of demodulator system 202 of Fig. 2B, have access to an

encryption/decryption scheme (Enc', Dec'). The encryption/decryption scheme (Enc',

Dec') is used in conjunction with a key, wherein the encryption/decryption scheme (Enc',

Dec') and the key are sufficiently secure against an eavesdropper. This embodiment can

be, for example, a one-time pad.

[0061] In a first (pre-caching) phase (hereinafter denoted "phase I") of the two-phase

secure communication scheme, which can occur in a modulation system, the transmitter

receives one or more of the of the following as inputs: (1) a source encoded sequenced E

n
F , (2) parity check matrix H of a linear code in F , (3) a full-rank k x n matrix D such that

T T
rank ([H D ]) = n , and (4) encryption/decryption functions (Enc', Dec'). From the inputs,

n-k
the transmitter is configured to generate S = F L of an output thereof and transmit the

output to the receiver, while maintaining a level of secrecy determined by an underlying

list source code. List source codes provide a secure mechanism for content pre-caching

when a key infrastructure has not yet been established. In particular, a large fraction of a



data file can be list source coded and securely transmitted before termination of a key

distribution protocol. Such is particularly useful in large networks with hundreds of mobile

nodes, where key management protocols can require a significant amount of time to

complete.

[0062] In a second (encryption) phase (hereinafter denoted "phase II") of the two-phase

secure communication scheme, which can also occur in a modulator system, the
k n

transmitter is configured to generate E = Enc' DX , K) from the inputs of phase I at an

output thereof and transmits the output to the receiver.

[0063] In a receiving phase, which can occur in a demodulation system, the receiver is

n k n-k n
configured to compute DX = Dec' (E ) and recover data file (X ) from S and D ·

Assuming that (Enc', Dec') is secure, the above two-phase secure communication scheme

actually reduces security of an underlying list source code. In practice, however, the

effectiveness of the encryption/decryption functions (Enc', Dec') may depend on the key,

wherein the key provides sufficient security for a desired application. Additionally,

assuming that a data file (X 1) is uniform and i.i.d. in Fq" , Maximum Distance Separable

(MDS) codes (i.e., linear [n, k] q-ary (n,M,d)-codes where M< qn d+ ; qk< q d+ ; and d< n -

k + 1) can be used to make strong security guarantees. In such case, an eavesdropper that

k
observes S cannot infer any information concerning any sets of k symbols of the data

file (X).

[0064] Even if the key were compromised before phase II of the two-phase secure

communication scheme, the data file (X) is still as secure as the underlying list source

code. Assuming a computationally unbounded eavesdropper has perfect knowledge of the

key, the best the eavesdropper can do is to reduce a number of possible data file (X 1)

inputs to an exponentially large list until the last part of the data file is transmitted. As

such, the two-phase secure communication scheme provides an information-theoretic level

of security to the data file (X) up to the point where the last fraction of the data file (X),

particularly the encoded unencrypted data and the encoded encrypted data, is transmitted.

Additionally, if the key is compromised before phase II of the two-phase secure

communication scheme, the key can be redistributed without retransmitting the entire



encoded unencrypted data and the encoded encrypted data. In one embodiment, as soon as

a key is reestablished, the transmitter can simply encrypt a remaining portion of the data

file ( *) in phase II of the two-phase secure communication scheme with a new key.

[0065] In contrast, if an initial seed is leaked to an eavesdropper in a conventional

scheme (e.g., stream cipher based on a pseudo-random number generator), all portions of

the data file ( ) transmitted up until when the eavesdropper is detected are vulnerable.

[0066] In other embodiments, process 500, in conjunction with the two-phase secure

communication scheme, may comprise comprises a tunable level of secrecy wherein size

of the key is dependent upon a desired level of secrecy, wherein the size can be used to tune

process 500 to the desired level of secrecy. In particular, an amount of data sent in phase I

and phase II can be appropriately selected to match properties of an available encryption

scheme, the key size, and a desired level of secrecy. Additionally, list source codes can be

used to reduce a total number of operations required by the two-phase secure

communication scheme by allowing encryption of a smaller portion of the message in

phase II, specifically when an encryption procedure has a higher computational cost than

the list-source encoding/decoding operations. In one embodiment, list source codes are

used to provide a tunable level of secrecy by appropriately selecting a size of a list (L) of

an underlying code, with the selection being used to determine an amount of uncertainty

an adversary can have regarding a data file (X"). In the two-phase secure communication

scheme, a larger value of L can lead to a smaller list source coded data file ) in phase I

and a larger encryption burden in phase II of the scheme.

[0067] In yet other embodiments, list source codes can be combined with stream ciphers

in the two-phase secure communication scheme. A data file (A* ), for example, can be

initially encrypted using a pseudorandom number generator initialized with a randomly

selected seed and then list source coded. The initial randomly selected seed can also be

part of the encoded encrypted data in a transmission phase of the two-phase secure

communication scheme. The arrangement has an advantage of augmenting security of an

underlying stream cipher in addition to providing randomization to the list source coded

data file (X ) .



[0068] Referring now to Fig. 6, shown in an example receiving, decoding and decryption

process 600 according to the list source code techniques described herein. A process 600

begins at processing block 610, where a demodulator system, which can be the same as or

similar to demodulator system 202 of Fig. 2B, receives encoded unencrypted data 612,

encoded encrypted data 614, and a key 61 , which can be the same as or similar to the

encoded unencrypted data, the encoded encrypted data, and the key from encoding and

encryption process 500 of Fig. 5, from a modulator system, which can be the same as or

similar to modulator system 201 of Fig. 2A. It is to be appreciated that the process of

receiving the encoded encrypted data 612, encoded unencrypted data 614, and key need not

occur in any particular order. However, as mentioned above in conjunction with process 500

of Fig. 5, in one embodiment a large portion of the encoded unencrypted data is transmitted

before the encoded encrypted data and the key are transmitted to the receiver.

[0069] In processing block 620, the demodulator system decrypts the encrypted data

with a key. As discussed above in conjunction with Fig. 5, the demodulator system may

receive the key before or after receiving the encrypted data and/or the encoded data.

[0070] In a processing block 630, the demodulator system decodes a data file (Xn using

the encoded unencrypted data and the encoded decrypted data. In one embodiment, the

demodulator system decodes the encoded unencrypted data and encoded decrypted data

into a list of potential list source codes. The decoding can, for example, be achieved by the

improved scheme discussed above in conjunction with Fig. 5. In a decoding process of the

nR mn-kn
scheme, a binary codeword Y is mapped to a corresponding syndrome S to produce

mn >r n
~ kn

an output r„(x ) for each x in a coset of H corresponding to S . Using the decoding

processes, the improved scheme has been shown to achieve a rate list function R(L)

bounded by R(L)> H(X)-L log\X\ for an i.i.d. source, when S „ is asymptotically optimal

for a given source X, i.e. m /n → H(X)/log q .

[0071] In the embodiment discussed above, the demodulator system can extract a data

file X from the list of potential list source codes. However, it is to be appreciated that

alternative methods apparent to those of skill in the art can also be used. In some

embodiments, the data file x " is the same as, or substantially similar to, data file {X 1) of



process 500. In particular, the demodulation system can extract the data file X n ) using the

improved scheme.

[0072] Specifically, with knowledge of a syndrome of a data file (X 1) , the data file (X)

can be extracted in several ways. In one embodiment, an approach is to find a k χ n matrix
n

D having a full rank such that the rows of D and H form a basis of F . Such k n matrix

can be found, for example, using a Gram-Schmidt process (i.e. method for

orthonormalising a set of vectors in an inner product space) with rows of H serving as a
Ln

starting point. Element T of the Gram-Schmidt process equation shown below is

L n n
computed where T = ΌΧ and subsequently transmitted to a receiver, which can be the

same as or similar to a receiver 242 of demodulator system 202 of Fig. 2B.

[0073] The receiver is configured to extract a data file (X ) , which according to some

embodiments is representative of the data file (X) from a list of potential list source codes.

The above method allows list source codes to be deployed in practice using well known

linear code constructions, such as Reed-Solomon or low-density parity-check (LDPC), for

example.

[0074] Additionally, the method is valid for general linear codes and holds for any pair

of full rank matrices H and D with dimensions (n-k)xn and kxn, respectively, such that
T T T

rank([H D ] )= n . In particular, the method makes use of known linear code

constructions to design secrecy schemes.

INFORMATION-THEORETIC METRIC

[0075] An exemplary information-theoretic metric (e-symbol secrecy (µ )) for

characterizing and optimizing the system and associated methods disclosed above is also

herein provided. In particular, e-symbol secrecy (µ ) characterizes the amount of

information leaked about specific symbols of a data file (X) given an encoded version of

the data file (X). Such is especially applicable to secrecy schemes that do not provide



absolute symbol secrecy µ 0), such as the improved scheme and the two-phase secure

communication scheme discussed above.

[0076] Generally, the metrics e-symbol secrecy (µ ) and absolute symbol secrecy µ ο)

can be used in conjunction with process 500 and process 600 for achieving a desired level

of secrecy. Absolute symbol secrecy µ ) and e-symbol secrecy (µ ) can be defined as

follows:

Absolute symbol secrecy j ) of a code C is represented by:

= max - X = 0, VJ n (t)}.

Absolute symbol secrecy µ ) of a sequence of codes C„ is represented by:

In contrast, e-symbol secrecy (µ ) of a code Cn is represented by:

= max { : / ( ; » » ) < e VJ e (t)}.

Additionally, e-symbol secrecy (µ ) of a sequence of codes Cn is represented by:

µ ε —li η µ ε C )
n→∞

where <H(X).

n
[0077] Given a data file X and its corresponding encryption 7, e-symbol secrecy (µ )

can be computed as a largest fraction t/n such that at most e bits can be inferred from any
n

t-symbol subsequence of data fi le .

[0078] Cn can be either a code or a sequence of codes (i.e. list source code)for a discrete

memory-less source X with a probability distribution p(x) that achieves a rate list pair (R,

L). Additionally, Y R" is a corresponding codeword for a list-source encoded data file

f„(X") created by C„. Furthermore, In(t) is a set of all subsets of {1,. . .,n] of size t, i.e., J E

I„(t) = J E {1, n andlJI= t . Additionally, X (J) is a set of symbols of data file X 1

indexed by elements in set J { 1, .. ., n .

[0079] It is assumed that a passive, but computationally unbounded, eavesdropper only



has access to the list-source encoded message / ( ) = Y n . It is also assumed that based

on an observation of Y the eavesdropper will attempt to determine what is in data file

n
X . In addition, it is assumed that source statistics and list source code used are universally

known, i.e., eavesdropper A has access to a distribution pxn(X") of symbol sequences

produced by a source and Cn.

[0080] An amount of information an eavesdropper can gain about particular sequence of

source symbols X(J Y R") by observing a list-source encoded message (Y i ) can be

computed or mechanical information I have list on previous page. In particular, for ε = 0, a

meaningful bound on what is a largest fraction of input symbols that is perfectly hidden

can be computed.

[0081] For example, a list source code Cn capable of achieving a rate-list pair (R, L)

comprises an e-symbol secrecy , of 0 < µ < min {L log———, 1}. In particular, with

µ ( ) = µ ,

I X YnR ) = H X - X \Y
= ηµ Η Χ ) - H X \Y R

≤ ηµ ε .

Therefore,

µ ,η Χ - ≤ Η χ Υ

≤ n g | X|.

an e-symbol secrecy (µ ) of 0 < µ < min {L log —, 1} is achieved by taking n → ∞ .
) —e

[0082] An upper-bound for a maximum average amount of information that an

eavesdropper can gain from a message encoded with a list source code C with symbol

secrecy µ η can also be computed. In particular, for a list source code C„, discrete memory-

less source X, and any e such that 0 < e < H( ),

n . Y nR ( ) _ ( (X) _ ) ,
n

where µ ,„ = µ ( ·

[0083] Alternatively, if = tin, J In(t) an J = {1,..., n} J, then



[0084] A rate-list function (R, L) with e-symbol secrecy (µ ) can be related to the upper

bound if list source code Cn achieves a point R L) with µ = L log——— for some e,
H )- e

where ' = i Y nIi ) R , = l m Yn R )an R ' = R(L).

With δ > 0 and n sufficiently large,

1 1
- H (Y ) -/(X ; )

< H X) - µ Η Χ) - e +
= H X - L log \Χ \ + δ .

As a result, R ' < H(X)-L log |X|. In general, the value of n may be chosen according to

the delta in the above equation and will depend upon the characteristics of the source. In

practice, the length of the code will be determined by security and efficiency constraints.

[0085] In some embodiments, uniformly distributed data files (X") using MDS codes

have been shown to achieve esymbol secrecy (µ ) bounds. In other embodiments, absolute

symbol secrecy (µ ο) can be achieved through use of the improved scheme, as disclosed

above, with an MDS parity check matrix H and a uniform i.i.d. source in F . With the

source being uniform and i.i.d., no source coding is necessary.

[0086] In particular, if H is a parity check matrix of an (n, k, d) MDS and a source is

uniform and i.i.d., the improved scheme is capable of achieving an upper bound µ ο= L,

where L = kin. For example, if (1) H is a parity check matrix of a (n, k, n-k+1) MDS

J)code C over Fq, (2) x e C, and (3) a set J e I„(k) of k positions of x (denoted by x ) are

(J) (J)
fixed, for any other codeword in z € C we have z x since the minimum distance of C is

n - k +1. Additionally, since = { J Fk : x e , \ \ = |C| = q . Accordingly,

contains all possible combinations of k symbols. Since the aforementioned holds for any

coset of H, an upper bound of µ ο= L is achieved where L = kin.



LIST SOURCE CODES FOR GENERAL SOURCE MODELS

[0087] Information-theoretic approaches to secure cryptosystems, particularly secrecy,

traditionally make one fundamental assumption, namely that a data file LY") (i.e., plaintext

source), a key, and noise of a physical channel (e.g., communication channel) over which

an encoded and/or encrypted form of the data file (A* ) and the key are transmitted, are

substantially uniformly distributed. Here, uniformity is used to indicate that the file, key,

or physical channel has equal or close to equal likelihood of all possible different

outcomes. The uniformity assumption implies that, before the message is sent, the

attacker has no reason to believe that any possible message, key, or channel noise is more

likely than any other possible message, key, or channel noise. In practice, the data file

(X 1), the key, and the noise of the physical channel are not always substantially uniformly

distributed, specifically in secure cryptosystems. For example, user passwords are rarely

chosen perfectly at random. Additionally, packets produced by layered-protocols are not

uniformly distributed, i.e., they usually do not contain headers that follow a pre-defined

structure. In failing to take into account non-uniform distributions (hereinafter, "non-

uniformity"), security of a supposedly secure cryptosystem can be significantly decreased.

[0088] Non-uniformity, in general, poses several threats. In particular, non-uniformity

(1) significantly decreases an effective key length of any security scheme, and (2) makes a

secure cryptosystem vulnerable to correlation attacks. The foregoing is most severe, for

example, when multiple, distributed correlated sources are being encrypted since one

source might reveal information about the other. As a result, in order to guarantee security

in distributed data collection and transmission, non-uniformity should be accounted for in

secure cryptosystems.

[0089] The secrecy scheme systems and associated methods for enabling secure

communications described above assume uniformization, with the uniformization being

performed as part of compression (i.e., encoding and/or encrypting) of a data file (A* 7), and

are therefore most suitable for i.i.d. sources. The compression, for example, does not lead

to sufficient guarantees in the way of uniformization. Even slight deviations from

uniformization can have considerable effects. As a result, for more general sources (i.e.,

non-i.i.d. source models), slightly different secrecy scheme systems and associated



methods should be used. In particular, using the above-described systems and associated

methods with non-i.i.d. sources (e.g., a first order Markov sequence where probability

distribution for an nth random variable is a function of a previous random variable in the

sequence) can result in a more convoluted analysis since multiple list source encoded

messages (i.e., encoded messages resulting from non-i.i.d. source models) can reveal

information about each other. If the encoding and encryption process 500 of Fig. 5 were to

be applied over multiple blocks of source symbols (i.e., data file(s) (A* )) in a non-i.i.d.

source, for example, and the encoded and encrypted multiple blocks of source symbols are

decoded and decrypted according to process 600 of Fig. 6, for example, the list of

potential list source codes from extracted data file(s) X ) , which according to some

embodiments is representative of the data file(s) (X 1) from a list of potential list source

codes, will not necessarily grow if the multiple blocks of source symbols are correlated.

[0090] For example, given an output X = Xi,..., X n of n correlated source symbols (i.e.,

data file(s) (X)), and using the improved scheme described above, an eavesdropper can

observe a coset valued sequence of random elements {H(sn(X))}, with H being a parity

check matrix. Since X is a correlated source of symbols, there is no reason to expect that a

coset valued sequence will not be correlated. For example, if X forms a Markov chain, the

coset valued sequence will be function of the Markov chain. Although the coset valued

sequence will not, in general, form a Markov chain itself, the coset valued sequence will

still comprise correlations. These correlations can reduce size of a list of potential list

source codes (e.g., from an extracted data file(s) X )) that an eavesdropper must search

through in determining a representative data file(s) (X 1) and, consequently, decrease the

effectiveness of the improved scheme. Reducing or eliminating these correlations, for

example, can counteract the decrease in effectiveness of the improved scheme.

[0091] One method for reducing correlations is to use large block lengths of source

symbols as an input to the list-source code. This requires an increase of the length of the

message used for encryption. For example, if Xi, X2,..., X N are N blocks of source symbols

produced by a Markov source (i.e., a stationary Markov chain M , together with a function

f S → Γ that maps states S in the Markov chain to letters in a fine alphabet Γ ) such that X,

e data file (X 1) and ,..., X N ) = (Χ Ι) (¾ |Χ Ι)···Ρ (¾| ΧΝ- Ι), instead of encoding each

block individually, a transmitter, which can be the same as or similar to transmitter 230 of



Fig. 2A, can compute a plurality of binary codewords Y where Y NR =/ (Xi,..., XN).

This approach (hereinafter, "non-i.i.d. source model approach") has a disadvantage of

requiring long block lengths and a potentially high implementation complexity. However,

the non-i.i.d. source model approach does not necessarily have to be performed

independently over multiple blocks of source symbols (i.e., processing can be performed

in parallel). An alternative non-i.i.d. source model approach for reducing coset valued

sequence correlations of source symbols, particularly when individual sequences are

already substantially large, is to define Y =/ (X , X2), Y = (X , X3),-.. , and so forth.

Thus, in one approach, a security scheme may be used on a single message at a time, so

that encryption and encoding can be done in a single step. In another approach, the

scheme may be used on a combination of multiple messages that are encrypted together,

so that both encoding and encryption are done simultaneously.

[0092] In another approach, when probabilistic encryption is required over multiple

blocks of source symbols, source encoded symbols (e.g., of the improved scheme) can be

combined with an output of a pseudorandom number generator (PRG) before being

multiplied by parity check matrix H to provide necessary randomization of an output. In

another approach, an initial seed of the PRG can be transmitted to a receiver, which can be

the same as or similar to a receiver 240 of Fig. 2B, in phase II of the two-phase

communication scheme.

[0093] It is to be appreciated that although the secrecy scheme systems and associated

methods for enabling secure communications described in conjunction with Figs. 1-6 are

stated at being most suitable for i.i.d. source models, for example, the secrecy scheme

systems and associated methods can be applied to non-i.i.d. source models.

[0094] In at least one embodiment, techniques and features described herein may be used

to allow a large portion of a file (e.g., a list coded unencrypted portion) to be securely

distributed and cached in a network. The large file portion will not be able to be

decoded/decrypted until both the encrypted portion of the file and the key are received. In

this manner, much of the content of the file can be distributed (e.g., pre-caching of content)

before the keys are distributed, which can be advantageous in many different scenarios.



[0095] Referring to FIG. 7, shown is a block diagram of an example processing system

700 that may be used to implement the exemplary systems and associated methods

discussed above in conjunction with Figs. 1-6. In one embodiment, the processing system

700 may be implemented in a mobile communications device, for example, but it is not so

limited.

[0096] The processing system 700 may, for example, comprise processor(s) 7 10, a

volatile memory 720, a user interface (UI) 730 (e.g., a mouse, a keyboard, a display, touch

screen and so forth), a non-volatile memory block 750, and an

encoding/encryption/decryption/tuning block 760 (collectively, "components") coupled to

a BUS 740 (e.g., a set of cables, printed circuits, non-physical connection and so forth).

The BUS 740 can be shared by the components for enabling communication amongst the

components.

[0097] The non-volatile memory block 750 may, for example, store computer

instructions, an operating system and data. In one embodiment, the computer instructions

are executed by the processor(s) 710 out of volatile memory 720 to perform all or part of

the processes described herein (e.g., processes 400 and 600). The

encoding/encryption/decryption/tuning block 760 may, for example, comprise a list-source

encoder, encryption/decryption circuitry, and security level tuning for performing the

systems, associated methods, and processes described above in conjunction with Figs. 1-6.

[098] It is to be appreciated that the various illustrative blocks, modules, processing

logic, and circuits described in connection with processing system 700 may be

implemented or performed with a general purpose processor, a content addressable

memory, a digital signal processor, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a

field programmable gate array (FPGA), any suitable programmable logic device, discrete

gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof,

designed to perform the functions described herein.

[099] The techniques described herein are not limited to the specific embodiments

described. Elements of different embodiments described herein may be combined to form



other embodiments not specifically set forth above. Other embodiments not specifically

described herein are also within the scope of the claims.

[0100] For example, it is to be appreciated that the processes described herein (e.g.,

processes 500 and 600) are not limited to use with the hardware and software of Fig. 7. In

particular, the processes may find applicability in any computing or processing

environment and with any type of machine or set of machines that is capable of running a

computer program. In some embodiments, the processes described herein may be

implemented in hardware, software, or a combination of the two. In other embodiments,

the processes described herein may be implemented in computer programs executed on

programmable computers/machines that each includes a processor, a non-transitory

machine-readable medium or other article of manufacture that is readable by the processor

(including volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input

device, and one or more output devices. Program code may be applied to data entered

using an input device to perform any of the processes described herein and to generate

output information.

[0101] It is also to be appreciated that the processes described herein are not limited to

the specific examples described. For example, the processes described herein (e.g.,

processes 500 and 600) are not limited to the specific processing order of Figs. 5 and 6.

Rather, any of the processing blocks of Figs. 5 and 6 may be re-ordered, combined or

removed, performed in parallel or in serial, as necessary, to achieve the results set forth

above.

[0102] Processing blocks in Figs. 5 and 6, for example, may be performed by one or

more programmable processors executing one or more computer programs to perform the

functions of the system. All or part of the system may be implemented as, special purpose

logic circuitry (e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) and/or an ASIC

(application-specific integrated circuit)).

[0103] Having described preferred embodiments, which serve to illustrate various

concepts, structures and techniques that are the subject of this disclosure, it will now

become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments incorporating



these concepts, structures and techniques may be used. Accordingly, it is submitted that

that scope of the patent should not be limited to the described embodiments but rather

should be limited only by the spirit and scope of the following claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of secure communication, comprising:

receiving a data file at a first location;

applying uniformization to the symbols of the data file to reduce correlation

between the symbols thereof;

encoding the data file using a list source code to generate an encoded data file;

encrypting a select portion of the data file using a key to generate an encrypted

data file; and

transmitting the encoded data file and the encrypted data file to an end user at a

destination location, wherein the encoded data file cannot be decoded at the destination

location until the encrypted data file has been received and decrypted by the end user,

wherein the end user possesses the key.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein encrypting a select portion of the data file can

occur before, during, or after transmission of the encoded data file.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: transmitting the key to the destination

location either before, during, or after transmission of the encoded data file to the

destination location.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein if the key is compromised during the

transmission of the encoded data file, only the transmission of the encrypted data file

needs to be aborted.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein security of the method is not compromised if the

transmission of the encoded data file is not aborted.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein encoding the data file using a list source code

includes encoding the data file with a linear code.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the list source code is a code that compresses a

source sequence below its entropy rate.



8. The method of claim 1, wherein the method is applied as an additional layer of

security to an underlying encryption scheme.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the method is tunable to a desired level of

secrecy, wherein size of the key is dependent upon the desired level of secrecy, wherein at

least one of the size of the key and the size of the portion of the file to be encrypted is used

to tune to the desired level of secrecy.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the destination location is a remote location.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the destination location is the same as the first

location.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein a large portion of the encoded data file is

transmitted before the encrypted data file and the key are transmitted to the end user.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the method is used to perform content pre-

caching in a network, wherein the encoded data file is distributed and cached within the

network and cannot be decoded/decrypted until both the encrypted portion of the data file

and the key are received.

14. A transmitting system for secure communication, comprising:

a receiver module operable to receive a data file at a first location;

an encoder module coupled to the receiver module and operable to encode the

data file using a list source code to generate an encoded data file;

an encryption module coupled to one or more of the receiver module and encoder

module and operable to encrypt a select portion of the data file using a key to generate an

encrypted data file; and

a transmitter module coupled to one or more of the encoder module and

encryption module and operable to transmit the encoded data file and the encrypted data

file to an end user at a destination location, wherein the encoded data file cannot be



decoded at the destination location until the encrypted data file has been received and

decrypted by the end user, wherein the end user possesses the key.

15. The transmitting system of claim 14, wherein the encoded data file is an

unencrypted encoded data file.

16. The transmitting system of claim 14, wherein the encrypted data file is an

encoded encrypted data file.

17 . A receiving system for secure communication, comprising:

a receiver module operable to receive, at a destination location, one or more of an

encoded data file, an encrypted data file, or a key from a first location;

a decryption module coupled to the receiver module and operable to decrypt the

encrypted data file using a key to generate a decrypted data file; and

a decoder module coupled to one or more of the decryption module and the

receiver module and operable to decode one or more of the encoded data file and the

decrypted data file to generate an output data file.

18. The transmitting system of claim 17, wherein the encoded data file is an

unencrypted encoded data file.

19. The transmitting system of claim 17, wherein the encrypted data file is an

encoded encrypted data file.

20. The transmitting system of claim 17, wherein the output data file comprises a list

of potential data files.

2 1. The transmitting system of claim 20, wherein the decoder module is further

operable to determine a data file from the list of potential data files, wherein the data file is

representative of the encoded data file in combination with the encrypted data file.
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